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Sunday afternoon on Webster

Avenue near Francis St. in the

HillDistrict, 1951.
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Pittsburgh's African-American
neighborhoods, 19oo-192o

by Scott Smith and Steven Manaker,
withthe assistance ofDean Chester and Tom Taylor

BETWEEN
1900 and 1920, northern industrial

centers experienced a dramatic increase intheir
black populations. This increase had a number of
causes: inthe South, crop failures and racial
violence; inthe North, economic growth and a

cut-off of European immigration during World War I.The
combination sent a wave ofblack migrants from rural areas inthe
South to industrial cities inthe North. Among the sending states,

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana figured prominently;
among the receiving cities, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, and Pittsburgh predominated. One of its most

decisive effects was to transform the composition of northern
urban neighborhoods, increasing racial segregation and spawning
the modern ghetto.

Before the migration, Pittsburgh had been a cityinwhich
blacks were so comparatively few that, according to one author,
they made relatively littleeconomic or cultural impact.1 In1900,

there were 10,357 African-Americans livinginPittsburgh; by 1920,

the black population had more than doubled, and itgrew to
37,725 in1930.

Alimited yet revealing look athow this residential transforma-
tionoccurred inPittsburgh can be gleaned from the handwritten
pages of the 1920 federal census. In1993, shortly after the census
became available, graduate students inProfessor Laurence
Glasco's Graduate Seminar inQuantitative Historical Methods at

the University ofPittsburgh gathered information on a 5 percent

random sample of Pittsburgh's black residents. 2 From the limited
information available we recreated the family structure and
background as well as the economic and occupational status of
each person in our sample. To get a more comprehensive viewof
each neighborhood we recorded the same information for their
next-door neighbors and neighbors five houses away. 3 This
information was supplemented by a similar sample drawn by
another group of graduate students from the 1900 census. 4 The
following essay willfocus on the 1920 census, with occasional
references to the 1900 materials.

One of our first findings was that blacks did not constitute a
majority of any city neighborhood, though perhaps this is not

surprising, since blacks made up only 6 percent of the overall city's
population. The HillDistrictaccounted for a third of the city's
total black population, but even there, inthe neighborhood with
the highest concentration of African-Americans at the time,blacks
did not constitute a majority In 1920, about one in three of the
Upper Hill'sresidents was black, and inthe LowerHillthe ratio
was only one infive.

Asecond finding was that blacks were not a homogeneous
group. Indeed, an 1899 study of blacks inPhiladelphia by W.E.B.
Du Bois pointed out long ago that itis a mistake to regard African-
Americans as allalike. 5 At the very least, blacks differed interms

of how long they had lived inthe city, and interms of the regions
from which they had migrated. LikeDuBois before them, the
authors of a 1982 study, Lives of Their Own:Blacks, Italians and Poles
inPittsburgh 1900-1960, also see the heterogeneity ofblack mi-
grants as central tounderstanding their neighborhoods. 6

Our data does not allow us to ascertain the date blacks arrived
inPittsburgh, but itdoes indicate where black migrants from
various states tended to congregate. Pittsburgh's African-American
migrants came overwhelmingly from the South. Our census
samples show that in1900, 74 percent of black Pittsburghers had
been born inthe South, a figure which increased to 81 percent in
1920. Over the same period, the percentage ofPittsburgh's blacks
born inPennsylvania decreased from 17 percent to 8 percent. Du
Bois had worried that so many of Philadelphia's blacks were non-
natives "whose transformation forms a pressing series of social
problems." 7 Even ifone does not agree fullywithDu Bois'
assessment, Pittsburgh's 92 percent figure for non-Pennsylvanian
blacks in1920 signifies a relatively new and dynamic ethnic culture
emerging.

Our third finding was that black neighborhoods were diverse,
withmigrants from different states tending to settle indifferent
neighborhoods. Sometimes these reflected social class differences.
InLives of Their Own, forexample, the authors emphasize that
blacks born inthe deep South tended tobe less educated and
possess fewer industrial skills than blacks from the upper South. 8

DuBois makes less of the deep South /upper South dichotomy,
tending to characterize allmigrants as a source of social problems:
"The new [black] immigrants usually settle inpretty well defined
localities inor near the slums, and thus get the worst possible
introduction to citylife."9

Migrants from the deep South, mostly Georgia and Alabama,
tended to settle inPittsburgh's inner-city neighborhoods known
for their lack of amenities and social stability. Eight out of 10

blacks born inthe deep South lived inthe inner-city neighbor-
hoods of HillDistrictand Lawrenceville, while less than one in10
resided inthe East End neighborhoods of East Liberty,
Homewood, and Shady side. In contrast, blacks from the upper
South, born largely inVirginiaand Maryland, were dispersed
more widely around the city — about two in10 resided inthe East
End neighborhoods.

Pennsylvania-born blacks resembled those from the upper
South inthat they too were more likely than deep southerners to
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live outside the inner city, especially inneighborhoods associated
with the black middle class such as East Liberty and
Homewood. 10 Half lived inthe East End, and a third on the North
Side, but fewer than one infour Pennsylvania-born blacks resided
inthe HillDistrictand Lawrenceville combined. Specifically,
neither the HillDistrictnor Lawrenceville recorded more than
12 percent of their residents as Pennsylvania natives, whileEast
Liberty, Homewood-Brushton and Shadyside all exceeded this
figure, withShadyside approaching 20 percent.

One of the most notable findings of this investigation is that,

even inthe HillDistrict,blacks lived inclusters but not inanything
that resembled the modern ghetto. Typically, blacks lived next

door toblacks but witha white neighbor five doors away in1920.

The only exceptions to this were affluent Shadyside, where blacks
typically lived closer to whites, and the upper Hill,where in
contrast, most blacks had black neighbors even five houses away.11

African-Americans livinginthe East End not only were more
likely than other blacks to be born in the Upper South and
Pennsylvania, they also were more likely to have white neighbors.
InHomewood, one inthree had white next-door neighbors. The
majorityof neighbors five houses away were also white, which is

tobe expected considering the high density of whites inthis area.
In this respect, the North Side resembled the East End more than
the inner city, for over a third of black North Side residents had
white next-door neighbors and two thirds had white neighbors
withinfivehouses.

The absence of segregated, ghetto-like housing was a continu-
ation ofearlier patterns. In1900, inthe HillDistrict, wellover a
third of allblacks had white next-door neighbors, and inthe East
End nearly two-thirds lived next door to whites. And inher 1909

study ofblack Pittsburgh, Helen Tucker noted the existence of
"Negro streets," but not of whole black areas: "very often a row of
from three to four houses willbe found inwhich Negroes are

living,while the rest of the street is filled with white people." 12

Another distinctive aspect of inner-city black neighborhoods
such as the HillDistrictand Lawrenceville was the prevalence of
European immigrants. Tucker observed in1909 that the Hill
District "was given over to Negroes and European immigrants," 13

especially Jews from Central and Eastern Europe. In the Lower
Hill,most blacks had white neighbors livingfivehouses away, and
nine out of 10 of those were foreign-born.

Inthe East End, most blacks had white neighbors, too, but
these whites tended to be native-born Pennsylvanians — in
Homewood, half of whites livingnext door toblacks werenative
Pennsylvanians, while inShadyside and East Liberty, natives were
the vast majority. On the North Side, race and place of birth of
neighbors was again similar to that of the East End; depending on

the neighborhood, between one-fifth and two-thirds ofblack
families had white next door neighbors and between one-third and
three-quarters had white neighbors five houses away.

Family statistics provide yet another reflection of the African-
American community inPittsburgh. Both DuBois and Abraham
Epstein noted that in the early 20th century, African-Americans in

Philadelphia and Pittsburgh had very small families. 14 The 1920

census supports their observations: the average black family in
Pittsburgh had only 3.11 members, including parents and children.

But while black families throughout the city were small,
neighborhood variations infamily size did exist. Lawrenceville and
Homewood had the largest families, 3.6 and 3.7 family members
respectively. Families inthe Upper Hillaveraged 3.4 members, while
families inthe LowerHill,economically the poorest neighborhood,
were the smallest, averaging only 2.6 members. Families inthe
LowerHillalso had the fewest children, 0.79 per family against 1.29

for the city as a whole.
These figures support Du Bois' contention that small families

were a black response to economic hardship. The young, unskilled,

and transient limited their family size until they could move to a
neighborhood better suited for child rearing. Aneducated guess
based on Lives of Their Own for Pittsburgh and DuBois' findings in
Philadelphia would be that blacks with the means moved to the
East End, especially Homewood, to raise children. Those who
could not do so

—
or who were tied to laboring jobs near the inner

city — may have moved to Lawrenceville, which could explain its

larger-than-average families for an inner cityneighborhood.
Overall, white families were larger than black families, but the same

neighborhood differentials existed, suggesting that both whiteand
black families followed similar strategies inlimiting family size and
inseeking to live inneighborhoods deemed more suitable for
raising children. 15

Since survival strategies help define the characteristics of city
neighborhoods, we can learn a great deal by examining other

methods used inconjunction withlimiting family size. Itgoes
without saying that housing (including renting versus home
ownership) has always been a problem for working-class people.
Home ownership is critical since italso functions as a base for
economic development and stability. Glasco stressed its importance
when he wrote, "Lack ofhome ownership increased residential
instability and undermined the possibilities for the emergence of a

stable working class community." 16

The census indicates that blacks managed to increase their level
ofhome ownership between 1900 to 1920 from 7 percent to 12

percent. Equally significant, however, is the existence of neighbor-
hood variations inhome ownership. The LowerHillreflected the
instability noted by Glasco; itspathetic 2 percent rate of home
ownership was 10 percentage points below the African-American
overall average. This was not true of the Upper Hill,however,
whichhad a much higher rate of home ownership, one that
approximated the city-wide average. The Upper Hillstands out

even more if we contrast its 12 percent rate of home ownership
with the 2 percent rate of the adjacent LowerHilland the other
inner-cityneighborhood, Lawrenceville.

The analyses by Du Bois and inLives of Their Own offer possible
explanations for substantial homeownership inPittsburgh's largest
African-American neighborhood (the Upper Hill),while adjacent
black neighborhoods register virtually no ownership at all. Accord-
ing toLivesof Their Own, the Upper Hillwas one of the few areas
where lots were sold toblacks and where blacks could occupy new
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housing. 17 DuBois adds a cultural explanation for blacks buying
housing inthe inner city —

he sees the social and cultural
institutions ofPhiladelphia's mainblack neighborhood provid-
ingcomfort and solidarity to "a race socially ostracized." 18 The
tendency he describes of moving intonew areas of the cityin
groups, rather than individually, may also account for a level of
home ownership inHomewood (32 percent) which was nearly
three times the sample average. The rental of properties inthis
area to blacks by pioneer African-American newspaper publisher
Robert Vann in 1917 created a space for blacks by starting an
exodus of whites from the area, allowingblacks to establish a
foothold inthe East End.19 The fact that the North Side came in
just behind the Upper Hillinownership underscores that this
too was a stable African-American neighborhood.

The pattern of white home ownership further clarifies the
distinctive characteristics of Pittsburgh's African-American
neighborhoods. Inboth sections of the HillDistrict, home
ownership was substantially higher for whites than for blacks.
Given the preponderance of white immigrants in these areas
and the substantial gap between white and black home owner-
ship, one may suspect that white immigrants had better access
to jobs and credit, or were more adept at entrepreneurial
capitalism and hoped to get a foothold inreal estate inany
neighborhood they could afford. In any case, the relatively high
level of black ownership inthe Upper Hill(12 percent, compared
to only 2 percent in the LowerHill),and the high level of
ownership for white immigrants inthis area, suggests that this
was not a segregated ghetto or even an area dominated by one
ethnic culture. Inthe East End, the ratioby which whites
exceeded blacks inownership was much less than in the inner
city. While white next-door neighbors had higher rates of home
ownership, blacks also tended tobe above the sample average —
and inthe case ofHomewood substantially above.

Given the economic status ofAfrican-Americans inthe
1920s, strategies forholding onto housing depended onboth
access to jobsand the flexibilityof livingarrangements. Taking
in lodgers and relatives to defray rent or mortgage payments
was one common solution. The high degree of lodging indicates
that for African-Americans this was as much a survival mecha-
nism as a way into the propertied class. This is especially striking
inthe LowerHill,where the level of home ownership was
negligible but nearly half of the renters took inlodgers; we
suspect this was done by renters to supplement the family
budget and meet the rental payments. Ifwe look at white
neighbors ingeneral, we see a different picture — few white
homeowners took inlodgers. Only inthe Upper Hill,where the
vast majority of whites were immigrants, do we see significant
acceptance of lodgers by homeowners.

While such survival strategies were important, the primary
source of economic stability was access to jobs. Glasco agrees
withEpstein that the economic expansion of World WarI
created opportunities inthe steel mills for blacks, but he argues
that employment remained a serious problem. 20 DuBois also
contended that blacks were "incompetition with well trained,

eager and often ruthless competitors," and that "[FJamily patterns,
neighborhood lifeand positions withinthe community alldepended
upon the ability orinability to secure steady employment." 21

Since this study looks at occupations interms of basic catego-
ries, wehave only a general indication of what types of jobs the
African-American neighborhoods depended on. Inthe inner city,
industrial work — likelydominated by steel

—provided a good
portion of employment. Half the residents of Lawrenceville worked
inthis category. Ifwe add general labor, which includes casual day
labor, construction work, and unskilled work for public institu-
tions, we include about three-quarters ofblack workers in
Lawrenceville, and over half of those inthe HillDistrict.Domestic
work was negligible on the Hilland inthe rest of the inner city.
Commerce, which seems tohave a fairly consistent representation
inall wards, is highest proportionally inthe LowerHill.This is
most likely the result of the number of small businesses which
catered to the transient population —

small grocery stores,

restaurants, lodging houses, pool halls, cigar stores, and the like. If
we look at non-manual employment (which includes public
employees, managers, sales people, and professionals), we see that
the HillDistricthad a fair representation, though this might be
skewed by the moderate number of professionals, many of whom
were neighborhood clergymen.

Inthe East End neighborhoods, industry was not the dominant
employer of African-Americans. Inthe wealthy neighborhood of
Shady side, domestic work predominated, witha substantial
number of blacks workingas live-indomestics, chauffeurs, butlers,
and other service jobs catering to the well-to-do. InEast Liberty
and Homewood, domestic work, industrial work, and general labor
accounted (together) for 70 percent of residents' occupations.
Homewood had a higher level of non-manual work (professionals
and such), which is consistent withother indicators that this was a
budding middle-class neighborhood. The occupational structure of
the North Side resembled both the East End and the inner city:
work available inindustry, general labor, and commerce was on a
par with the East End neighborhoods, but the very lowlevel of
domestic jobs was similar to Lawrenceville. Transportation
workers, truckers, railroad workers, porters, and messengers were
the mainstay of North Side black employment.

This analysis of the 1920 Pittsburgh census certainly illustrates
the need to see Pittsburgh's African-American community as one
which may have faced a common set ofsocial and economic
problems, but did so as a collection of distinctly different neighbor-
hoods. Most striking is that the famous HillDistrict was in fact two
different neighborhoods socio-economically. The LowerHill
closely resembled what DuBois saw as a slum where black immi-
grants got "the worst possible introduction to citylife." Blacks
hoping to raise families avoided the area ifpossible, leaving it
largely to rooming houses which catered to a large population of
young, single workers employed insteel, general labor, and other
industrial work. Afair amount of entrepreneurial activity was also
evident which catered to the transient element.

The Upper Hill,the heart of the black community, was
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distinct from its inner-city neighbors in several ways. Its composi-
tion was more heavily African-American and ithad a higher rate

of home ownership and lower dependence on industry and
general labor for employment. The Upper Hillhad a higher level
of transportation jobs, which had a relatively high status inthe
black community. With an above-average number of children and
relatives per household, the Upper Hillwas a more stable, family-
oriented neighborhood than was the LowerHill.

The other inner-city ward, Lawrenceville, was unique.

Despite its low socioeconomic status itdiffered from the Lower
Hillby being home to a -large number of nuclear families, both
black and white. Residents of both races were highly dependent
on industrial workand manual labor.

The East End neighborhoods represented at least one other
type of African-American community. Shady side, while ithad a

high degree of live-in domestic work, was not a neighborhood of
isolated blacks livingina sea ofaffluent whites. Even inthat
neighborhood, about one third of African-Americans had black
neighbors, which suggests that itconsisted of clusters ofblacks
livingnear each other. Blacks inShadyside also took inlodgers at

an average rate, which added to the sense of community. We also
found that the high number of blacks engaged indomestic work
tended to attract people from the same region (the Upper South),

which would also add to a sense of community identity and, given

the status attached to non-manual work,perhaps some social
exclusivity.

Two other East End neighborhoods, East Liberty and
Homewood, were strikingly similar. Blacks inboth neighbor-
hoods had a diversified range of jobs, notably general labor,

industry, and domestic work.Homewood had more children in

the home and a relatively high rate of home ownership —
indicators of a black middle-class neighborhood.

The North Side was distinctive. It seemed to have many of
the features of the inner-city neighborhoods across the river but at

the same time its jobbase resembled the East End, although it

had fewer domestic workers and somewhat more transportation

workers. The number of people livingin each dwelling was
smaller than all neighborhoods except the LowerHill,yetithad
more children per household than the Upper Hilland East
Liberty. The most distinguishing feature of the North Side was its
well-established black population, which can be seen by the high
proportion of Pennsylvania-born blacks, the highrate of home
ownership, and relatively few lodgers.

As can be seen from this general and preliminary study,
African- American neighborhoods inthe first decades of the 20th
century were diverse communities. They were not isolated ethnic
enclaves, but were vital components of Pittburgh's multi-ethnic

neighborhoods. Even the HillDistrict, the heart of Pittsburgh's
African-American culture, was actually two somewhat different
black communities complemented by a vitalmixture of European

immigrants and native Pennsylvanians. Further analysis would
undoubtedly reveal an even richer and more complex reflection of
Pittsburgh's African-American neighborhoods. ©
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